This paper consists of three steps. In the first, we prove that the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is the unique expression of black hole entropy. Our proof is constructed in the framework of thermodynamics without any statistical discussion. In the second, intrinsic properties of quantum mechanics are shown, which justify the Boltzmann formula to yield a unique entropy in statistical mechanics. These properties clarify three conditions, one of which is necessary and others are sufficient for the validity of Boltzmann formula. In the third, by combining the above results, we find a reasonable suggestion from the sufficient conditions that the potential of gravitational interaction among microstates of underlying quantum gravity may not diverge to negative infinity (such as Newtonian gravity) but is bounded below at a finite length scale. In addition to that, from the necessary condition, the interaction has to be repulsive within the finite length scale. The length scale should be Planck size. Thus, quantum gravity may become repulsive at Planck length. Also, a relation of these suggestions with action integral of gravity at semi-classical level is given. These suggestions about quantum gravity are universal in the sense that they are independent of any existing model of quantum gravity.
Introduction
Gravity is the only fundamental interaction which is not quantized at present. By combining classical physics (general relativity) of black holes and quantum field theory in black hole spacetime, it is theoretically very reasonable to regard the stationary black hole as a thermal equilibrium state of gravity whose temperature is determined by the thermal spectrum of Hawking radiation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . This theoretical evidence gives us the notion of black hole thermodynamics (see App.A). When a thermal system includes single black hole, the entropy of black hole (Bekenstein-Hawking entropy) is given by the entropy-area law, which claims that the equilibrium entropy of event horizon is equal to one-quarter of its spatial area in Planck units [2, 3, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . (Note that, for a multi-event horizon system, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is not necessarily given by the entropy-area law [16] . Thus, in this paper, the term "Bekenstein-Hawking entropy" denotes simply the entropy of black hole, and it is distinguished from the term "entropy-area law".) However, at present, the black hole thermodynamics is nothing more than a conjecture in the sense that the microstate responsible for Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is unknown.
It is reasonable to consider that the microstates composing black hole are microstates of underlying quantum gravity, since the Hawking radiation [17, 8] , which is the key theoretical evidence of black hole thermodynamics, is a significant prediction of quantum field theory in curved spacetime. Then, we expect that some quantum property of gravity is extracted by studying the microscopic origin of BekensteinHawking entropy. Many of existing researches on Bekenstein-Hawking entropy seem to consider mainly a relation between spacetime-geometric aspects and microscopic meanings of the entropy (e.g. see [18] for a notable suggestion given by those geometrical considerations). On the other hand, it seems that thermodynamic and statistical mechanical foundations of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy remain to be examined rigorously:
gravitational interaction becomes large positive in a suitable region. Thus, when the underlying quantum gravity satisfies the necessary condition for the existence of thermal equilibrium states and the sufficient conditions for the validity of Boltzmann formula, the two-body interaction should be repulsive within the length scale R bound . This R bound may be the Planck length, at which the quantum gravitational effect appears significantly. That is, the quantum gravity may become repulsive at Planck length. Moreover, in Sec.4, a relation of these suggestions with action integral of gravity at semi-classical level is also given. Those suggestions about quantum gravity are universal in the sense that they are independent of any existing model of quantum gravity (e.g. superstring theory, loop quantum gravity, (causal) dynamical triangulation, and so on), since discussions in this paper do not use any existing model of quantum gravity.
Minimal reviews of important topics are given in some sections; axiomatic thermodynamics in Subsec.2.1, black hole thermodynamics in Subsec.2.2 and rigorous foundation of quantum statistical mechanics in Sec.3. A reader who knows the topic can skip the corresponding review section.
Uniqueness of Bekenstein-Hawking Entropy

Ordinary Thermodynamics in Axiomatic Formulation
The best preparation for the aim of this paper may be a review of the whole of axiomatic thermodynamics [19, 20] . However in this subsection, let us introduce a minimum set of key notions of axiomatic thermodynamics without proof, which are needed for the aim of this paper.
Adiabatic Process and Composition
In an axiomatic formulation of ordinary thermodynamics, for example by Lieb and Ingvason [19] or by Tasaki [20] , the adiabatic process plays the essential role:
Definition 1 (Adiabatic process) Adiabatic process is the process during which the energy transfer between the system and its environment is given by only mechanical work. The initial and final states of the system are thermal equilibrium states, but the states during adiabatic process are not necessarily thermal equilibrium states.
An example of adiabatic process is shown in Fig.1 . In this example, the system under consideration is a liquid enclosed in heat insulating cylinder and piston. An adiabatic process is realized by a fast oscillation of piston. Even when the volume of liquid does not change at initial and final thermal equilibrium states, the frictional heating inside the liquid increases the temperature [24] . The energy which causes the frictional heating is the mechanical work operated by piston, and hence this process satisfies the definition of adiabatic process. This adiabatic process is irreversible due to the frictional heating.
Frictional Heating inside Liquid
Heat Insulating Wall and Piston Liquid V in = V fin T in < T fin It should be emphasized that, in this paper (and in the axiomatic thermodynamics [19, 20] ), the notion of adiabaticity does not mean "slow". The notion of slowness is clearly separated from the notion of adiabaticity, and defined as a quasi-static process during which not only the initial and final states but also the intermediate states are thermal equilibrium states. Any quasi-static process (e.g. quasistatic adiabatic process, quasi-static isothermal process, and so on) is reversible. Note that, in the above example shown in Fig.1 , the intermediate states of adiabatic process are non-equilibrium states possessing the frictional heating which make the adiabatic process irreversible.
Next, we summarize a useful notion for thermodynamic consideration:
Definition 2 (Composition) Consider some systems which are individually in thermal equilibrium states, and their thermal equilibrium states are not necessarily the same. Then, the composition of those systems is simply to regard them as one system. Each individual system in a composition is called "subsystem" of the composite system.
When only one system is under consideration, we may call it the single system in order to emphasize that we consider only one system and can not consider composition. Note that, if some subsystems in a composite system interact with each other (e.g. by exchanging heat and/or work), then those subsystems are thermally equilibrium with each other. However, if a subsystem in a composite system is isolated from the other subsystems, then thermal equilibrium state of the isolated subsystem can be different from equilibrium states of the other subsystems.
It should also be noted that the composition is different from the mixing in which some systems are mixed into one system (e.g. by removing the wall between two systems). The mixing is not necessarily needed for understanding the uniqueness of entropy in this paper.
Basic Properties of State Variables
All state variables in ordinary thermodynamics are distinguished into two categories, extensive variables and intensive variables, which are defined by the scaling behavior as follows: Let α (> 0) be a scaling rate of state variables which measure the "size" of system, N → α N and V → α V , where N is the mol number (number of particles) and V is the volume of the system. The extensive variable, X (e.g. internal energy and entropy), has the same scaling behavior with the system size, X → α X. The intensive variable, Y (e.g. pressure, temperature and chemical potential), is invariant under the scaling of system size, Y → Y .
Any extensive variable in ordinary thermodynamics is constructed so as to be additive. The additivity is expressed as follows: Consider a composition of N subsystems, and let X i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) be an extensive variable (e.g. entropy) of i-th subsystem. Then, the total extensive variable, X com , of the composite system is given by
This is the additivity of extensive variables. The above properties of state variables are required as basic principles in axiomatic thermodynamics [19, 20] . Then, let us note an important property of state variables derived from the basic principles. It is the convexity of various state variables. Mathematically, a function f (y) is convex, if
In ordinary thermodynamics, the convexity of state variables is related with the stability of thermal equilibrium state. For example, the free energy F (T, V, N ) is concave about variables (T, V, N ), where T is temperature, V is volume, and N is number of constituent particles. This yields, for example, the positive heat capacity, C := −T ∂ 2 F (T, V )/∂T 2 > 0. Therefore, the concavity of F implies thermodynamic stability of the system under consideration.
Entropy in Ordinary Thermodynamics
Finally in this subsection, we review the basic properties of entropy in ordinary thermodynamics. Entropy is extensive, and therefore it is also additive.
Let us regard the entropy, S(U, V, N ), as a function of internal energy U , volume V and mol (or particle) number N . Then, it is proven from basic principles of ordinary thermodynamics that S is concave about variables (U, V, N ). Here, for later use, define the entropy density σ(ε, ρ) as
where ε := U/V is the energy density, and ρ := N/V is the mol density (or number density of constituent particles), and the extensivity of S is used at first equality. By the definition of concavity,
It is also proven from basic principles of ordinary thermodynamics that S(U, V, N ) is monotone increasing about U ; σ(ε a , ρ) < σ(ε b , ρ), where ε a < ε b . The notable property of entropy is the theorem called entropy principle in axiomatic thermodynamics [19, 20] , which is proven from the basic principles of ordinary thermodynamics [25] . Since a complete review of axiomatic thermodynamics is not the aim of this paper, we show the theorem as one fact of ordinary thermodynamics. But before showing it, let us introduce a notation of adiabatic process: Consider two thermal equilibrium states of a single system, and let (X (a) , Y (a) ) be extensive and intensive state variables of one of the two states, and (X (b) , Y (b) ) be those of the other state. Then, we express the adiabatic process, in which the initial and final states are respectively (X (a) , Y (a) ) and ( 4) and if this adiabatic process is reversible,
Furthermore, if the system is a composition of N subsystems and (X i , Y i ) is state variables of i-th subsystem (i = 1, · · · , N ), then we express the adiabatic process (2.4) of this composite system as 6) and also Ad rev similarly. Using these notations, the fact of ordinary thermodynamics is:
Fact 1 (Entropy principle) Consider a composition of N subsystems. Let (X i , Y i ) be the extensive and intensive variables of each subsystem, and S com = N i=1 S i be the total entropy of the composite system. Then, the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an adiabatic process (2.6) is that the following inequality of total entropy holds,
The equality, S Note that this fact is sometimes regarded as the statement of the second law of thermodynamics. The identification of entropy principle with the second low of thermodynamics (e.g. the Kelvin's statement of it) is good in rough sense. However, rigorously speaking, the entropy principle is not equivalent to, for example, the Kelvin's statement of second low, because some basic principles other than the Kelvin's second low are necessary to derive the entropy principle [19, 20, 25] . The entropy principle clarifies the thermodynamic meaning of entropy, how the "direction" of adiabatic process is determined. A significant example is as follows: Let, as an example, (V 1 , T 1 ) be the volume and temperature of a single system named "1", and S 1 be the entropy of this system. By the entropy principle, the adiabatic process, Ad : (V
1 . However, construct a composite system with another system "2" of state variables (V 2 , T 2 ), and let the subsystems "1" and "2" interact thermodynamically with each other. Then, an adiabatic process,
1 . This denotes that the impossible adiabatic change of state variables of a single system, (V
1 ), can be realized as a part of adiabatic process of an appropriate composite system, if the composition is possible so that S By the entropy principle together with the extensivity and additivity of entropy, the uniqueness of entropy is proven in axiomatic thermodynamic [19, 20] . However in black hole thermodynamics, as explained below, the extensivity/intensivity classification of state variables (i.e. the scaling behavior of state variables) is modified to some other classification, and the additivity should be re-considered. Hence, the uniqueness of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is not manifest in black hole thermodynamics.
Black Hole Thermodynamics
This subsection formulates black hole thermodynamics without using any existing model of quantum gravity. Planck units are used throughout in this subsection, c = 1 , G = 1 , = 1 , k B = 1.
Thermal Equilibrium of Schwarzschild Black Hole
The theoretical basis for regarding a black hole as a thermal equilibrium state of gravitational field is given by the quantum field theory on black hole spacetime, which concludes that any matter field is radiated from the black hole horizon with thermal spectrum (Hawking radiation) [17, 8] . The suitable situation for considering the black hole thermodynamic is shown in Fig.2 : Enclose a single black hole in a concentric spherical cavity. Adjust the temperature of heat bath to that determined by the thermal spectrum of Hawking radiation. Then, the energy coming from the black hole to surface of heat bath due to the Hawking radiation, which is absorbed by the heat bath, balances completely with the energy coming from the heat bath to black hole due to the thermal radiation emitted by heat bath. Thus, the two-component system, which consists of the black hole and radiation in cavity, is in a thermal equilibrium state of temperature of Hawking radiation.
BH
Heat Bath
Surface of Heat Bath (State variables are measured here) It should be noted that the temperature of Hawking radiation is extremely lower than the mass energy of black hole when the mass is greater than Planck mass [27] . Therefore, in calculating state variables of thermal system shown in Fig.2 , it is physically reasonable to ignore the thermal radiation in cavity. Such a calculation of state variables in black hole thermodynamics is carried out, for the first, by York in the framework of Euclidean quantum gravity [4, 5, 10] . However, we modify the York's discussion so as to construct the black hole thermodynamics without using any existing model of quantum gravity:
Hawking Radiation Cavity
Let the observer be at the surface of heat bath, and the areal radius of the surface be r w . This means that state variables of black hole are measured at r = r w . Consider, for simplicity, a Schwarzschild black hole of mass M (horizon radius 2M ), whose metric in Schwarzschild coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) is given by the line element of spacetime,
where 2M < r w should hold in order to let this black hole be in the cavity. Note two points: First point is that, because the region connected causally to the observe is the region between the event horizon and surface of heat bath, 2M < r < r w , the black hole thermodynamics should be described in that region. Therefore, the Schwarzschild coordinate is suitable for black hole thermodynamics, because the line element (2.8) is expressed in the static form in that region [28] . Second point is that the number of independent state variables of Schwarzschild black hole is two, due to the two parameters, M and r w .
Then, as the state variable of size of the system in Fig.2 , one may consider a proper three volume of cavity, rw 2M dr 4π r 2 / 1 − 2M/r (this integral converges). However, as explained later in this subsection, any three volume can not produce a consistent scaling behavior in black hole thermodynamics. Hence, we can not adopt three volume as state variable of system size, but it is known that the consistent state variable of system size is the area at surface of heat bath [10] ,
This A w is measurable at r w and has the same scaling behavior with the other extensive variables (e.g. entropy) as explained later in this subsection. Next, the temperature of black hole can be read from thermal spectrum of Hawking radiation [8, 10] , 10) where κ = 1/4M is the surface gravity of black hole, and γ tol = 1/ 1 − 2M/r w is called the Tolman factor which expresses the gravitational redshift received by the Hawking radiation during propagating from black hole horizon to surface of heat bath [29] . The free energy of black hole may be usually calculated in the framework of Euclidean quantum gravity [30, 31, 10] . However, we have to emphasize that the Euclidean quantum gravity is not the only method for obtaining the free energy of black hole. As shown in App.A in detail, the free energy of Schwarzschild black hole can be constructed (without the Euclidean quantum gravity) by accepting two requirements that the entropy is given by Eq.(2.12) and that the asymptotic value of internal energy as r w → ∞ is M . The physically natural reason for adopting these two requirements is explained in App.A in detail, which is based on general relativity, quantum field theory and ordinary thermodynamics. (That physical reasoning forms the basis of the notion of black hole thermodynamics.) The resultant form of free energy is
(York has obtained the same free energy with Eq.(2.11) in the framework of Euclidean quantum gravity [10] .) Adopting the construction of F BH as given in App.A, all calculations in this paper become independent of details of existing quantum gravity models. Given the above three state variables, the other state variables are obtained by following the procedure of ordinary thermodynamics. The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is given by 12) where, following ordinary thermodynamics, the free energy is regarded as a function of temperature and system size. (See App.A, in which the role of Eq.(2.12) in constructing F BH is explained.) Given the entropy, the heat capacity of black hole is calculated,
Next, the internal energy is given by the Legendre transformation,
(See App.A, in which the role of the limit, lim rw→∞ = M , in constructing F BH is explained.) The state variable which is thermodynamically conjugate to A w is given by
This P w corresponds to the pressure in the ordinary gas in laboratory, but the dimension of P w is not of the pressure. The detail of thermodynamic meaning of P w is explained in appendix B of [32] , but the detail is not necessarily needed for the aim of this paper. The point is that state variables of the system shown in Fig.2 can be defined independently of details of existing quantum gravity models.
Thermal Stability of Schwarzschild Black Hole
We should specify the range of parameters, M and r w , so as to let the thermal equilibrium state of black hole be thermodynamically stable. Fig.3 shows schematic graphs of heat capacity C BH as function of M and r w , and free energy F BH as function of T BH and A w . We find that the thermal equilibrium state of black hole is thermally unstable for 3M < r w due to negative heat capacity, while it is thermally stable for 2M < r w < 3M due to positive heat capacity. From solely the behavior of heat capacity, one may think that black hole thermodynamics is ill-defined, since thermal stability is not necessarily ensured. However, if we assume that the criterion of phase transition in ordinary thermodynamics is applicable to black hole, it is concluded from the behavior of F BH shown in Fig.3 that an unstable equilibrium state is transformed to a stable one under the environment of constant temperature, because
. This denotes that a consistent thermodynamic formulation of thermal system shown in Fig.2 is expected for the range of parameters,
The same evidence, that this parameter region is suitable for black hole thermodynamics, is also obtained by considering a mechanical stability based on the positivity of isentropic compressibility defined by A −1 w (∂A w (S BH , P w )/∂P w ), which is considered for the first by York [10] and rigorously defined in appendix B of [32] . In the following part of this subsection, we show the evidence that a consistent Schwarzschild black hole thermodynamics can be constructed for this parameter range. 
Scaling Behavior of State Variables
In order to discuss the classification of state variables, recall that, in ordinary thermodynamics for laboratory systems, the extensive and intensive variables are defined via the scaling behavior of the size of system; volume and mol number. However, in Schwarzschild black hole thermodynamics, the fundamental parameters, M and r w , have the dimension of length, not of mol number. Thus, the fundamental scaling should be of the length scaling as shown below in Eq.(2.17). Then, as implied by Eqs.(2.9)-(2.15), we define the classification of state variables in black hole thermodynamics as follows:
Definition 3 (Classification of state variables of black hole) Let the fundamental scaling be
17)
where λ (> 0) is the rate of scaling of "length size". Under this fundamental scaling, all state variables in black hole thermodynamics are classified into three categories:
Extensive variable: These variables, X (e.g. A w , S BH and C BH ), are scaled as, X → λ 2 X.
Intensive variable: These variables, Y (e.g. T BH and P w ), are scaled as, Y → Y λ .
Thermodynamic energy: These energies, Z (e.g. F BH and U BH ), are scaled as, Z → λ Z.
Here, thermodynamic energy is the state variable possessing the dimension of energy and related with free energy by the Legendre transformation.
The same classification of state variables is also found in the other black hole thermodynamics; ReissnerNortström black hole [4] , Kerr black hole [5] and so on [32, 16] . This classification is one of different points of black hole thermodynamics from ordinary thermodynamics. The proof of uniqueness of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy should be constructed with the above scaling behavior of black hole thermodynamics.
Adiabatic Process and Composition
In the proof of uniqueness of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, the adiabatic process and composition of some systems are used. The definition of them are the same as given in Subsec.2.1. In order to understand those notions in the context of black hole thermodynamics, let us show an example of adiabatic process, and make comments on the composition of some systems.
Initial State
Gravitational Wave & Moving Mirror Rad.
BH
Final State
Cold Perfect Mirror
Moving Mirror
Hawking Rad. shows an example of adiabatic process of black hole which corresponds to the adiabatic process of laboratory system shown in Fig.1 : The "heat insulating" environment in black hole thermodynamics, which plays a role of heat insulating wall in laboratory system, is a perfectly reflecting mirror of zero temperature (the cold perfect mirror). Even when the (surface of) heat bath of thermal equilibrium system shown in Fig.2 is replaced with the cold perfect mirror, the black hole is still in a thermal equilibrium state, because the Hawking radiation is perfectly reflected at the cold perfect mirror and the energy balance is realized between the Hawking radiation and reflected radiation. Here note that, if the mirror has some finite temperature, the thermal radiation due to the temperature violates the energy balance, and the state of system becomes non-equilibrium. Therefore, the zero temperature of mirror is necessary.
For the process shown in Fig.4 , let the initial and final equilibrium states have the same system size, A
w , and the intermediate states be non-equilibrium states as follows. Suppose that the shape of cold perfect mirror is deformed dynamically by some mechanical work, and the mirror keep moving during the process. By this moving mirror, there arise classical and quantum effects. The classical effect is the radiation of gravitational wave due to asymmetric motion of the mirror. By the argument of general relativity, the energy of black hole does not decrease by this classical effect. The quantum effect is the moving mirror radiation created due to the motion of mirror, at which a boundary condition is imposed on quantum fields [17, 33] . The quantum radiation by moving mirror is analogous to Hawking radiation in the sense that the time evolution of boundary condition of quantum fields changes the quantum vacuum state and creates quantum particles which constitute the radiation [17] . Because the moving mirror radiation injects an energy from mirror to black hole, the energy of black hole increases also by this effect. Therefore, during the process shown in Fig.4 , the black hole is non-stationary and increases its energy due to the classical and quantum radiation by moving mirror. Such a radiation by moving mirror corresponds to the frictional heating in the adiabatic process of laboratory system shown in Fig.1 . Furthermore, by Eqs.(2.10) and (2.14), it is found that, within the parameter range (2.16), the increase of thermodynamic energy U BH due to the effects of moving mirror results in the increase of mass M , and the increase of M causes the increase of T BH . Hence, the black hole temperature increases in the adiabatic process shown in Fig.4 as that of laboratory system shown in Fig.1 .
Black Hole
of mass M Next, we make comments on the composition of some systems in black hole thermodynamics. Fig.5 shows an example of composition, in which subsystems are two thermal systems of black holes. (The "wall" of each subsystem, which encloses a black hole, can be either heat bath or cold perfect mirror.) These two subsystems are individually in thermal equilibrium states by equilibrating each black hole with the heat bath or cold perfect mirror.
We have three comments related with the composite system. First comment is on the additivity of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, which is used in the proof of its uniqueness. Note that it is already revealed in [34] that the total entropy of a two-component system of a black hole and a matter field, such as the system shown in Fig.2 , satisfies the additivity, S tot = S BH + S matter , where S matter is matter entropy. Thus, it may be reasonable to require also the additivity of entropy in the multi-black hole composite system as shown in Fig.5 ,
Rigorously speaking, this additivity is simply an assumption for the case of short separation length, L, between the subsystems. However, if the separation length is so large,
, that the gravitational potential between these subsystems is much less than the mass of black holes, M (a) and M (b) , then the validity of additivity (2.18) is obvious. The second comment is on the concrete form of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in the composite system. Note that, it is already revealed in [16] that, even when the subsystems in Fig.5 are individually in thermal equilibrium states, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is not necessarily expressed by the entropyarea law (2.12) unless the gravitational interaction between these subsystems are ignored. (The entropyarea law is applicable only to single black hole which is not affected by the gravity of other horizons.) Thus, when we need the entropy-area law (2.12) as the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy even for subsystems in a composite system, we should make the separation length between subsystems, L, be so long that the gravitational potential between these subsystems is much less than the mass of black holes. With such a long L, the entropy-area law (2.12) becomes applicable to the entropy of each black hole. However, the entropy-area law is not needed in the proof of uniqueness of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Thus, we can let L be arbitrary if the additivity (2.18) holds.
The third comment is on the additivity of state variables other than entropy. There is no reason to deny the additivity of system size for the composite system, A com = A (a)
w . On the other hand, it is already revealed in [34] that thermodynamic energy is not additive for the two-component system of a black hole and a matter field. Hence, under the classification of state variables in definition 3, it is physically reasonable to require that the extensive variable is additive also in black hole thermodynamics, however the thermodynamic energy, which is an extensive variable in ordinary thermodynamics but not in black hole thermodynamics, becomes non-additive in black hole thermodynamics.
Basic Properties of Bekenstein-Hawking Entropy
There are six basic properties of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, necessary for the aim of this paper:
• Extensivity of S BH formulated in definition 3.
• Additivity of S BH in Eq.(2.18).
• Entropy principle shown in fact 1. (See comments given below.)
• Uniqueness of S BH . (Proof is given in the next subsection.)
• Concavity of S BH about internal energy U BH and system size A w . (Detail is given below.)
• Monotone increasing nature of S BH about U BH . (Detail is given below.) First three of these properties (extensivity, additivity and entropy principle) are used in the proof of uniqueness of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. The rest of these properties (uniqueness, concavity and monotone increasing nature) are referred to in obtaining the conclusion of this paper.
Extensivity and additivity are already explained. Here, let us show the concavity, monotone increasing nature and entropy principle: The concavity and monotone increasing nature, for Schwarzschild black hole, can be explicitely obtained from Eqs.(2.9), (2.12) and (2.14) as follows. Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is rearranged to,
Then, it is straightforward to show inequalities, 19) for the parameter range (2.16). The first inequality denotes that S BH (U BH , A w ) is monotone increasing about U BH , and the last two inequalities denote that S BH (U BH , A w ) is concave about (U BH , A w ) Next, we comment on the entropy principle in black hole thermodynamics. Following the axiomatic formulation of ordinary thermodynamics [19, 20] together with appropriate modifications due to the peculiar classification of state variables shown in definition 3, it is possible to prove that the entropy principle, given in fact 1, holds also in black hole thermodynamics. However, the proof of entropy principle is too lengthy so that it would make the paper twice (or more) as length as present paper. Thus, in this paper, please let us accept the entropy principle as a fact also in black hole thermodynamics with a physical reasoning as follows:
For a physical reasoning of accepting the entropy principle in black hole thermodynamics, recall the comment given just below the fact 1 that the identification of entropy principle with the second law of thermodynamics is good in rough sense. On the other hand, in black hole thermodynamics, the validity of so-called generalized second law is widely checked with various processes of systems including black hole [3, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . Thus, we can find a physical understanding that the entropy principle in black hole thermodynamics is justified by the validity of generalized second law. (The proof of entropy principle and axiomatic formulation of black hole thermodynamics may appear in the other paper in future.) 20) where α (> 0) is a positive constant and η is a constant satisfying the scaling behavior of extensive variable. This is the uniqueness of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
As shown below, the concavity and monotone increasing nature of S BH , which are shown from Eq.(2.12) in Subsec.2.2, are not used in the proof of this theorem. Therefore, the entropy-area law (2.12) is not necessary for this theorem, once the additivity, extensivity and entropy principle are accepted.
Proof of Theorem 1 (preparations)
Our proof follows that given in Tasaki's book [20] with modifications due to the scaling behavior in definition 3.
For the clarity of statements, express the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy as S BH (X, Y ; Z), where X is extensive variable, Y intensive variable, Z thermodynamic energy. We choose, for example, the first two arguments X and Y as the independent state variables. Then, the third argument, Z(X, Y ), becomes dependent one. Also, express K BH as K BH (X, Y ; Z). (Since two state variables are independent in thermal system of single Schwarzschild black hole, it is redundant to show the dependent variable in the argument of S BH (X, Y ; Z) and K BH (X, Y ; Z). However, we do so in order to express clearly the scaling behavior of all three categories of state variables given in definition 3.)
Introduce two fixed values of extensive variable, X (1) and X (2) (e.g. the system size A (i)
w , i = 1, 2), and one fixed value of intensive variable, Y (0) (e.g. the temperature T (0) BH ), so that the inequality holds,
where
Next, determine two constants, α and η, by two algebraic equations,
Then, the proof consists of following four steps:
Step 1: Show the positivity of α > 0.
Step 2: Show that the relation,
Step 3: Show that the relation,
Step 4: Show the extensivity of η.
Step 1 of the Proof
By the entropy principle of S BH , Eq.(2.21) denotes the existence of an irreversible adiabatic process, 0) ). Then, by the presupposition that K BH satisfies the entropy principle, we find an inequality, 0) ). Therefore, by definition of α given in Eq.(2.22), the step 1 ends,
Step 2 of the Proof
For arbitrary extensive variable, X, there are two possible cases of entropy;
Let us prove the relation,
The case (a). Determine λ a by the algebraic equation,
By the additivity of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (2.18), the left-and right-hand sides of Eq.(2.25) are, respectively, understood as the total entropy of a composite system composed of two thermal systems of black holes. Therefore, by the entropy principle of S BH and scaling behavior of state variables in definition 3, Eq.(2.25) denotes the existence of a reversible adiabatic process of the composite system,
Then, by the presupposition that K BH is extensive and additive, and satisfies the entropy principle, this reversible adiabatic process denotes that the following relation holds,
where 
where λ 2 a ≥ 0 holds with the condition (2.24) of case (a). Substituting Eq.(2.22) into the right-hand side of this relation, the case (a) of step 2 ends,
Next, the case (b). Determine λ b by the algebraic equation,
Then, following the same discussion with that in the case (a), we obtain Eq.(2.29). The step 2 ends.
Step 3 of the Proof
For arbitrary extensive and intensive variables, (X, Y ), consider a reversible adiabatic process,
where X is a value of extensive variable determined by X, Y , and Y (0) so as to realize this reversible adiabatic process. By the entropy principle of S BH and K BH , this reversible adiabatic process denotes that the following relations hold,
By the result of step 2 and Eq.(2.33), we find,
Hence, substituting Eq.(2.32) into the left-hand side of this relation, the step 3 ends,
Step 4 of the Proof
By the result of step 3, we have,
. This right-hand side is obviously extensive. Hence, η is also extensive. The uniqueness theorem is proven.
Conditions Justifying Boltzmann formula
The essential properties of entropy in ordinary thermodynamics are the entropy principle and uniqueness of entropy. As shown in Sec.2, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is also equipped with those essential properties of entropy. Then, it is reasonable to consider that the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is calculated, in statistical mechanical sense, by applying the Boltzmann formula to a number of states determined by the underlying quantum gravity. This implies that the underlying quantum gravity and ordinary quantum mechanics share the same properties which justify the Boltzmann formula. The aim of this section is to show the intrinsic properties of quantum mechanics which justify the Boltzmann formula. Thus, this section does not refer to the general relativity and black hole thermodynamics. A reader, who knows a Dobrushin theorem in [21] 
Statements of Theorems and a Corollary without Proof
Let us start this subsection with summarizing the basic setting and notations. Consider a non-relativistic quantum system, and let the system be made of identical particles, for simplicity. Let V denote the three dimensional volume of the system, N the number of constituent particles, and m the mass of one particle. The Hamiltonian of the system, H V,N , is
where x i is the spatial coordinate for i-th particle, and the interaction potential is
where φ (j) is the potential of j-particle interaction. In Eq.(3.2), it is assumed for simplicity that the j-particle interaction is invariant under the permutation of spatial coordinates
), where τ is the permutation. Also, assume for simplicity that Φ vanishes for sufficiently large distribution of particles,
This assumption determines the zero level of energy. Let |ψ be a normalized eigen state of H V,N , and the boundary condition be such that the wave function ψ := x 1 , · · · , x N |ψ vanishes, ψ| ∂V = 0, at the boundary of system volume ∂V . Then, the system has discrete energy eigen values,
where |k is the k-th orthonormal eigen state. Let the quantum number k be attached in increasing order of eigen value, N ) , where the equality repeats, N ) , according to the degrees of degeneracy, d, of degenerating states.
Let 
Under the above setting and notations, the statement of theorem justifying Boltzmann formula is:
Theorem 2 (Ruelle and Tasaki) For the system given above, suppose the following two conditions of interaction potential Φ(
Condition A : Arbitrary j-particle interaction, φ (j) , becomes negative for sufficiently large distribution of j particles. That is, there exists a constant r A (> 0), such that
Condition B : The potential Φ is bounded below. That is, there exists a constant φ B (> 0), such that
Then, the following two limits exist uniquely:
Result 1 : The "large system limit" of the density of ground state energy exists,
where E G (V, N ) is the eigen value of ground state defined in Eq.(3.4), and lim l.s.l. means the large system limit defined by V → ∞ with fixing ρ := N/V at a constant value. This limit, ε g (ρ), is bounded below and determined uniquely.
Result 2 : When ε g (ρ) does not diverge to +∞, the "thermodynamic limit" of the logarithmic density of number of states exists,
where lim t.l. means the thermodynamic limit defined by V → ∞ with fixing ρ := N/V and ε := U/V ≥ ε g (ρ) at constant values. This limit, σ(ε, ρ), is determined uniquely. Furthermore, σ(ε, ρ) is concave about its arguments (ε, ρ), and monotone increasing about ε.
The conditions A and B are the sufficient conditions for the results 1 and 2. The result 1 gives the lower bound to ε in the result 2. This statement of theorem follows that by Tasaki [23] , and the same contents are found in Ruelle's book [22] . Proof of this theorem is lengthy and sketched in App.B. Given the Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, we can expect that the uniqueness, concavity, and increasing nature of σ(ε, ρ) given in result 2 may corresponds to those properties of thermodynamic entropy summarized in Sec.2.1. In order to understand the implication of result 2 on statistical mechanics, let us discuss about the Boltzmann formula. It is usually expressed as,
where W V,N (U, δ) is the number of energy eigen states satisfying, U − δV < E k (V, N ) < U + δV , where δ ≪ U/V . Eq.(3.10) is a definition of "statistical" entropy, S. Note that, if the auxiliary parameter δ is set zero, then W V,N (U, 0) = 0 for E k = U , or W V,N (U, 0) = d for E k (V, N ) = U with degrees of degeneracy, d. That is, ln W V,N (U, 0) diverges to −∞ for the former case, and takes a positive finite value only for the latter case with degeneracy d ≥ 2. Obviously, S in Eq.(3.10) becomes ill-defined as "entropy" at δ = 0. Hence, the auxiliary parameter δ is necessary in definition (3.10). However, under the Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, the following corollary gives another expression of statistical entropy which is equivalent to Eq.(3.10) and does not include the auxiliary parameter δ:
Corollary 1 Given the result 2 of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, Boltzmann formula in Eq.(3.10) reduces to the following form at thermodynamic limit,
where Ω V,N (U ) is the number of states defined in Eq.(3.5).
Proof of this corollary is in App.E. Eq.(3.11) is regarded as the definition of statistical entropy. Note that there is another theoretical evidence that S defined in Eq.(3.11) remains constant under reversible adiabatic process [23] . This evidence corresponds to a part of the entropy principle (i.e. the equality in Eq. (2.7) ). Hence, by those evidence given above so far, we find a reasonable conjecture that σ(ǫ, ρ) (= lim t.l. S/V ) corresponds to the density of "thermodynamic" entropy which satisfies various properties explained in Sec.2.1. Indeed, in statistical mechanics, Eq.(3.11) is regarded as statistical expression of "thermodynamic" entropy, S = ln Ω V,N (U ). Thus, we can say that the Ruelle-Tasaki theorem is the basic property of quantum mechanics which justifies the Boltzmann formula.
Here it is important to make the following comment: The statement of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem implies that the conditions A and B are the sufficient conditions for the validity of Boltzmann formula. Thus, by Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, we can not deny a possibility that there may exist a system which violates the conditions A and/or B but retains the Boltzmann formula. However, at least in laboratory systems, it seems that such a system violating conditions A and/or B with retaining Boltzmann formula has not been found so far. It seems to be empirically probable that the conditions A and B hold in realistic systems [35] .
Then, it becomes interesting to search for a necessary condition for the existence of thermal equilibrium states of quantum system under consideration. The following theorem is useful [21, 22, 36] :
Theorem 3 (Dobrushin) For the quantum system given at the beginning of this subsection, consider the case satisfying following presuppositions:
Presupposition C : The j-particle interactions for j = 2 disappear, and the total interaction potential Φ is a sum of two-particle interactions, Φ(
Presupposition D : Introduce a differential quantity, D q 1 ,··· ,q N , of potential Φ defined as
12)
where lim l.s.l. is the large system limit defined in Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, q i = 0, 1, 2, · · · and N i=1 q i = 0 (at least one Laplacian, △ i , operates on Φ). Then, the presupposition D is the requirement that this quantity satisfies the relation,
13)
where γ is an arbitrary finite constant.
Under these presuppositions, if the following integral, I
V , is negative at the large system limit,
14)
then the ground partition function, Ξ V , of the system diverges, Ξ V → ∞, at the large system limit. (The divergence of Ξ V denotes that no thermal equilibrium state is possible for such a system.)
Proof of this theorem is in Subsec.3.2.
Here we have two comments on this theorem. First one is on the presupposition D, which is a technical requirement for quantum system [36] . Note that the quantity D q 1 ,··· ,q N under the presupposition C is essentially given by the integral,
where q = 1, 2, · · · , and the Stokes theorem is used in the equality. Here, ∂V is the boundary of the system, d 2x i is the measure on ∂V , and ∇ i is the derivative normal to ∂V . Then, we find the meanings of presupposition D that the surface integral in right-hand side of Eq.(3.15) (i.e. the derivative of φ (2) at ∂V ) is sufficiently small so as to let the summation in left-hand side of Eq.(3.13) converge to a finite value. Such a behavior of potential seems to be physically reasonable, at least under the requirement (3.3). Second comment is that, even when the system is not in thermal equilibrium state, we can consider a function Ξ V which is defined formally by the same form with ground partition function using the energy eigen values E k (V, N ) and particle number N . Dobrushin theorem is for such a mathematical function of the system under consideration, and says that no thermal equilibrium state is possible under the condition (3.14).
Finally in this subsection, let us point out the implication about interaction potential obtained from Ruelle-Tasaki and Dobrushin theorems. To do so, the contraposition of Dobrushin theorem is useful:
Contraposition of Dobrushin theorem :
Under the presuppositions C and D, if Ξ V is finite (i.e. if thermal equilibrium states exist), then I
V ≥ 0 holds.
The inequality I (2)
V ≥ 0 is the necessary condition for the existence of thermal equilibrium states. This theorem and Ruelle-Tasaki theorem imply the following: Consider a system in which the interaction potential satisfies the sufficient conditions A and B of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem and the presuppositions C and D of Dobrushin theorem. By Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, the entropy of this system is well defined by the Boltzmann formula. This means that thermal equilibrium states of this system exist. Then, by (contraposition of) Dobrushin theorem together with the conditions A and B of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, the two-particle interaction should be bounded below and become repulsive at a finite distance so as to let I (2) V ≥ 0 hold. A typical form of such a two-particle interaction is shown in Fig.6 , which is very different from Newtonian gravity at short distance. In this case, the isotropy and translational invariance of potential are assumed. By the translational invariance, φ (2) ( x 1 , x 2 ) = φ (2) ( x 1 − y, x 2 − y) for arbitrary y, which implies that φ (2) is a function of only x 1 − x 2 , by setting y = x 2 . Then, by the isotropy, φ (2) is a function of only r = | x 1 − x 2 |. Note that, the form of φ (2) (r) shown in Fig.6 is not the unique form but a typical form. The potential φ (2) (r) under consideration can diverge to +∞ as r → 0, or can have a sufficiently large finite positive peak at smaller r than that at the lower bound of φ (2) so as to satisfy I The remaining part of this section is for the proof Dobrushin theorem [36] which includes some original part by this author. A rather lengthy sketch of proof of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem is in App.B, which follows that of Tasaki [23] (but slightly rearranged by this author). Those proofs is not necessarily needed for our conclusion, and thus readers can proceed to Sec.4 by skipping those proofs.
Proof of Dobrushin Theorem
Let us split the Hamiltonian as
where β is a positive constant, and K := N i △ i . The commutator of K and Φ becomes,
Therefore we find,
By the Zassenhaus formula of non-commutative operators, we obtain,
where z l is a numerical factor decreasing about l, e.g. 
where µ is a constant, and p in the second line is the variable for momentum-representation of wave function. Then, by the convex inequality,
, where f (x) is a convex function and g(x) is any arbitrary function,
Note that, by the presupposition D, there exists a constant ω, such that D = ωN . Furthermore, by the presupposition C,
Hence, by the requirement in Eq.(3.14), we obtain,
The right-hand side of this inequality diverges at the large system limit, V → ∞ and N → ∞ with fixing N/V at a constant. Thus, the quantum version of Dobrushin theorem is proven [36] . Supposition 2 : Statistical mechanics is applicable to the thermal system of black hole.
From supposition 1, as shown in Sec.2, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy possesses the essential properties of entropy; the entropy principle and uniqueness. From supposition 2, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is expressed by the Boltzmann formula which yields the entropy uniquely. Concerning the Boltzmann formula, recall that the conditions A and B of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem are the sufficient conditions for the validity of Boltzmann formula at least for laboratory systems. Furthermore, note that there seems to be no example, at least for laboratory systems, which does not satisfy the conditions A and/or B but retains the Boltzmann formula. Thus, it seems to be empirically reasonable to consider that the conditions A and B of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem holds also in the underlying quantum gravity. If it is true, then the possible suggestion is:
The interaction potential among microstates of underlying quantum gravity is bounded below, unlike the Newtonian gravity. This lower bound is given at Planck length scale, because the general relativity or Newtonian approximation of gravity should be recovered for length scale larger than Planck size.
On the other hand, by the existence of black hole which is thermal equilibrium state of gravity as mentioned in supposition 1, it is reasonable to consider that Dobrushin theorem holds also in quantum gravity. Then, if the suggestion 1 holds, the necessary condition for the existence of thermal equilibrium state, which is shown in Dobrushin theorem, gives the following suggestion:
Suggestion 2 : If the interaction of underlying quantum gravity is a sum of two-body interaction, then the two-body interaction becomes repulsive at Planck length scale, as shown in Fig.6 . Quantum gravity may become repulsive at Planck length.
Here, there arises an issue about what the "interaction potential" means in quantum gravity, since it is not necessarily clear whether the quantum gravitational interaction is to be expressed by the interaction potential such as φ (2) (r) in Hamiltonian (3.1). In the case that the full quantum effect of gravity is hard to be expressed by the interaction potential, the above suggestions can be understood as follows:
An interpretation of suggestions : When the full quantum gravity is approximated to a "semi-classical" gravity, the semi-classical correction to Einstein-Hilbert action may be restricted so as to cause the repulsive gravity around Planck length scale.
Finally, let us emphasize that the above suggestions and interpretation about underlying quantum gravity are universal in the sense that they are independent of any existing model of quantum gravity (e.g. superstring theory, loop quantum gravity, (causal) dynamical triangulation, and so on), since all proofs of theorems referred to in this paper do not use any exiting model of quantum gravity. 
A Construction of Free Energy of Schwarzschild Black Hole
This appendix is for the construction of free energy (2.11) without using the Euclidean quantum gravity. Instead of referring to Euclidean quantum gravity, we refer to a general relativistic (classical) property of black hole and the Hawking radiation. Consider the case that single Schwarzschild black hole is in an empty spacetime, which is exactly described by the line element in Eq.(2.8). Then, by evaluating the Noether charge of black hole spacetime at spatial infinity and at horizon, the following differential relation is obtained [1, 37] 
where κ = 1/(4M ) is the surface gravity of black hole horizon. The left hand-side, dM , comes from the Noether charge at spatial infinity. The differential quantity, d(4πM 2 ), comes from the Noether charge at black hole horizon. Eq.(A.1) is purely a geometrical relation. Then, introduce a quantum field on the Schwarzschild spacetime. We find that the black hole emits the Hawking radiation with thermal spectrum [8] . Based on this thermal spectrum, we adopt the idea that the black hole is a thermal equilibrium state of gravitational field. Furthermore, for an infinitely distant observer from black hole, the temperature of Hawking radiation is (8πM ) −1 , which coincides with two quantities; the factor in right-hand side of Eq.(A.1), and the limit of T BH in Eq.(2.10), T BH → (8πM ) −1 as r w → ∞. By this coincidence, we adopt the idea that, for the thermal system of black hole shown in Fig.2, Eq.(A.1) is the limit form of first law of black hole thermodynamics as r w → ∞. Thus, it may be reasonable to require the followings for the thermal system of black hole shown in Fig.2: Requirement 1: The internal energy of black hole, U BH , becomes M at the limit of distant observer, lim rw→∞ U BH = M , since the term dM in Eq.(A.1) comes from the Noether charge at spatial infinity.
Requirement 2:
The entropy of black hole is 4πM 2 for arbitrary r w , since the factor d(4πM 2 ) comes from the Noether charge at black hole horizon (independent of r w ).
We construct the free energy using these requirements together with A w in Eq.(2.9) and T BH in Eq.(2.10). By the requirement 2 and ordinary thermodynamic relation, the desired free energy F BH should satisfy,
where following ordinary thermodynamics, F BH is regarded as a function of temperature and system size. By definition of A w , the left-hand side of Eq.(A.2) is expressed by the partial derivatives of F BH and T BH about M . Then, integrating Eq.(A.2) by M ,
where f (r w ) is arbitrary function of r w . Following ordinary thermodynamics, the free energy F BH and internal energy U BH are related by the Legendre transformation, U BH (S BH , A w ) = F BH (T BH , A w ) + T BH S BH , where S BH = 4πM 2 is the entropy and T BH is regarded as a function of S BH and A w . This denotes that thermodynamic energies, such as U BH and F BH , have the same scaling behavior with T BH S BH under the scaling of fundamental parameters, M → λM and r w → λr w , where λ (> 0) is the scaling rate of length size of system. (M and r w have the dimension of length.) Because of the scaling behavior,
From the above, we find U BH = F BH + T BH S BH = r w (a − 1 − 2M/r w ), which becomes,
Then, by the requirement 1, we obtain a = 1 and F BH becomes the form given in Eq.(2.11).
Here it is helpful to point out that the requirement 2 can also be regarded as the conceptual basis of the Euclidean quantum gravity in the following sense: In the Euclidean quantum gravity, the Euclidean action integral, which is obtained from the Lorentzian action via the so-called Wick rotation, is regarded as the partition function of the thermal system under consideration. Although the calculation in Euclidean quantum gravity can be carried out under the basic assumption that the Euclidean action corresponds to the partition function, however the validity of the calculation (i.e. the validity of the basic assumption) can not be checked in, solely, the framework of Euclidean quantum gravity. It is the requirement 2 that has been originally referred to in order to infer the validity of Euclidean quantum gravity [30] . That is, because the Euclidean quantum gravity reproduces the black hole entropy S BH = 4πM 2 which is the theoretically reasonable form of entropy based on general relativity and quantum field theory in curved spacetime, we can accept the Euclidean quantum gravity as one candidate of possible theories of underlying quantum gravity. In this sense, the requirement 2 is the conceptual basis of the Euclidean quantum gravity, while the theoretical basis of Euclidean quantum gravity is to regard the Euclidean action as the partition function.
In this paper, instead of regarding the Euclidean action as the partition function (i.e. instead of using the Euclidean quantum gravity), we adopt not only the requirement 2 but also the requirement 1. Then, as shown above, the free energy in Eq.(2.11) is obtained. This means that the black hole thermodynamics can be established by not only the Euclidean quantum gravity but also any model of quantum gravity satisfying the requirements 1 and 2. In this sense, the discussion in this paper does not depend on details of existing models of quantum gravity, but simply requires the requirements 1 and 2 at least for Schwarzschild black hole.
Finally in this appendix, recall that the requirements 1 and 2 describe some properties of state variables of thermal system of black hole. Hence, rigorously speaking, those requirements imply also the existence of thermal equilibrium state of black hole (such as the system in Fig.2 ), because state variables can not be defined unless thermal equilibrium is possible. In the conclusion of this paper in Sec.4, the requirements 1 and 2 are included into the "supposition 1" which requires the existence of thermal equilibrium system of black hole.
B Sketch of Proof of Ruelle-Tasaki Theorem
This appendix follows basically the appendix C in Tasaki's book [23] . The substep 3-2 in the following proof is constructed by this author, since it is not explicitely given in Tasaki's book but left as an "exercise" for readers. To show the substep 3-2, the detail of explanation in this paper is not exactly the same with that in Tasaki's book, but slightly rearranged by this author.
B.1 Preparations
Introduce two propositions used in the proof of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem. For the first, let us show a mathematical fact about eigen values:
Proposition 1 (Mini-max principle) Consider the quantum system supposed in the statement of RuelleTasaki theorem, in which the ground state energy is bounded below (E G (V, N ) = finite) due to the condition B. Let C n be an n-dimensional subspace in Hilbert space H V,N of the system, and Θ H [C n ] denote the supremum of energy expectation value, ψ n | H V,N |ψ n , of arbitrary normalized state |ψ n in C n ,
Then, the k-th energy eigen value
where the infimum is evaluated under the variation of C k in H V,N with fixing its dimension at k.
Proof of this proposition is found in textbooks of functional analysis and mathematical foundation of quantum mechanics, or see Ruelle's book [22] for example. Next, we show a proposition about the number of states:
Proposition 2 For arbitrary constantβ (> 0), the number of states Ω V,N (U ) of our quantum system is bounded above at the large system limit (defined in the statement of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, result 1),
whereσ(ρ,β) is a constant determined byβ and ρ := N/V which is the number density fixed in the large system limit.
Proof of this proposition is in App.C in which two lemmas, which are summarized in App.D, are used. These two propositions are used in the proof of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem. However, the proof shown below is not necessarily mathematically rigorous. (The mathematical detail of proof is found in Ruelle's book [22] .) Let us show the central idea of the proof following Tasaki's book [23] . The idea of proof is divided into some steps as follows:
Step 1 : Introduce a basic technique used in the proof. (Mini-max principle is used.)
Step 2 : Show the result 1 of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem.
Step 3 : Show the result 2 of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem. This step consists of three substeps: 
, and so on. Here, the Hamiltonian of each system is 
Obviously, its dimension is the number of energy eigen values lower than or equal to
we find an inequality,
Hence, C (i) [U (i) ] is composed of states which have energy lower than or equal to U (i) . When we regard these two systems as one total system such as the composition of macroscopic systems (see definition 2 in Sec.2.1), the total Hamiltonian is
, and Φ int is the interaction between the two subsystems, By the requirement L ≥ r A and the condition A, we have Φ int ≤ 0. Let E tot k (V tot , N tot ) denote the k-th energy eigen value of the total Hamiltonian (B.8).
Define a subspace C tot U in the total Hilbert space H tot V tot ,N tot by,
where U = U (a) + U (b) , and ⊗ is the anti-symmetrized product if subsystems are fermionic or the symmetrized product if subsystems are bosonic. Obviously, its dimension is
Let ψ tot U be any arbitrary normalized state in C tot U , which, by definition (B.11), is given by
Then, from Φ int ≤ 0 and Eq.(B.7), we obtain,
(B.14)
This inequality implies that the supremum quantity defined in Eq.(B.1) is bounded above, Θ H tot [C tot ] ≤ U . Therefore, by the mini-max principle (proposition 1), we obtain an upper bound of energy eigen value, 16) where
) is the number of states in total system. Hence, by Eq.(B.12), we obtain
The inequalities of energy eigen value (B.15) and of number of states (B.17) are used in following steps.
B.3
Step 2 of the Proof: result 1
Let us construct a large system by the following procedure: 
V (1) ,N (1) , is expressed as that in Eq.(B.8),
where Φ
int is defined as that in Eq.(B.9). By the condition A, Φ
int ≤ 0 holds.
(iii) Let D (2) be a cubic region of edge length l (2) := 2l (1) + r A = 4R − r A , and V (2) denote its volume.
Repeat the procedure (ii) and construct the larger system in D (2) including 8 2 N (0) particles with Hamiltonian, H
V (2) ,N (2) = 8H
(1)
int , where Φ
int ≤ 0. Then, repeating again the same procedure n times, the n-th cube D (n) of edge length l (n) = 2 n R − r A is constructed, which includes 8 n N (0) particles with Hamiltonian, H (n)
For sufficiently large n, we obtain a large system. Obviously, the inequalities (B.15) and (B.17) can be applied to this large system with appropriate modifications.
Repeated copy and construction of larger cubes, D (2) , D (3) . . . . In the large system constructed by the above procedure, consider an n-th cube D (n) which includes eight (n − 1)-th cubes D (n−1) . By repeating the same calculation to obtain inequality (B.15), we obtain 19) where N (n) ) and the result 1 proven in step 2. Furthermore, due to the limit lim n→∞ (2 n R) 3 /V (n) = 1, the existence of unique limit, lim
, is obvious. This is the thermodynamic limit, σ(ε, ρ), given in Eq.(3.9). Hence the aim of substep 3-1 is (roughly) achieved [38] .
B.4.2 Substep 3-2
Consider the two systems in D (a) and D (b) introduced in step 1, which are not necessarily cubic. Next, make p a copies of D (a) including N (a) particles and p b copies of D (b) including N (b) particles. Consider the total system composed of these p a + p b subsystems, and let the distance between arbitrary two subsystems is longer than or equal to r A . Then, the inequality (B.17) implies,
. Take the logarithm and divide it by V tot ,
) ] −1 which satisfies 0 < λ < 1. Here, consider the "double" thermodynamic limit, given by V (a) → ∞ with fixing U (a) /V (a) = ε (a) and N (a) /V (a) = ρ (a) at constant values, and
at constant values. Then, we obtain from the inequality (B.25) and Eq.(3.9) proven in substep 3-1,
. This is the same with Eq.(2.3) and denotes that σ(ε, ρ) is concave as a function of ε and ρ. The concavity is proven.
B.4.3 Substep 3-3
It is obvious by definition of Ω V,N (U ) in Eq.(3.5) that Ω V,N (U ) increases monotonously as U increases. Therefore, by definition of σ(ε, ρ), it is obvious that σ(ε, ρ) is monotone increasing about ε. The (rough) proof of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem ends.
C Proof of Proposition 2
The proof of proposition 2 needs some preparations summarized in App.D. As prepared in App.D, let ǫ n be the energy eigen value of "single-particle-state" in an ideal gas which is a system with the interaction potential Φ = 0 inside the system and Φ = ∞ outside the system. Then, by the condition B of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, it is easily found, ψ|
is the Hamiltonian of ideal gas, and |ψ is the arbitrary state in the intersection of Hilbert spaces, H V,N ∩H (ideal) V,N . Then, the lemma 1 given in App.D yields an inequality,
From this inequality, we can obtain a relation between the number of states of the interacting system, Ω V,N (U ), and that of the ideal gas, Ω
V,N (U ), as follows: For a given integer l, the number of energy eigen values satisfying an inequality, E k (V, N ) ≤ ǫ l −N φ B , is expressed as Ω V,N (ǫ l −N φ B ) by definition. This and the inequality (C.1), N ) , denote that the number of states Ω V,N (ǫ l − N φ B ) is at most l. On the other hand, using the number of states in ideal gas, we have l = Ω
V,N (ǫ l ). Then, by introducing U as U := ǫ l − N φ B and using the lemma 2 given in App.D, we obtain,
whereσ 0 is a constant introduced in lemma 2. By introducing a constant,σ =σ 0 +βρφ B , the proposition 2 is proven.
D Preparations for Proposition 2
This appendix shows two lemmas as the preparation of the proof of proposition 2. The first lemma is a consequence of the mini-max principle (proposition 1):
Lemma 1 Suppose that there are two Hamiltonians, H
V,N and H
V,N , which differ by the interaction potential but the system volume and particle number are the same. Let, E 
Proof of this lemma is found in textbooks of functional analysis and mathematical foundation of quantum mechanics.
Before showing the next lemma, let us summarize ground partition function and ground potential. where β := T −1 is the inverse of temperature, and µ is the chemical potential. The density of ground potential at large system limit, q β,µ , is defined by q β,µ (ρ) := lim l.s.l [ −(1/βV ) ln Ξ V,β,µ ], where lim l.s.l. means the large system limit defined in the statement of Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, and ρ = N/V is the number density fixed at constant in the limit operation. In ordinary thermodynamics, q β,µ corresponds to the minus of pressure. If the system is an ideal gas (i.e. Φ = 0 inside the system, and Φ = ∞ outside the system), then the ground partition function becomes, where ǫ n is the energy eigen value of "single-particle-state" of ideal gas. The density of ground potential at large system limit becomes, where ǫ g is the ground state energy of the ideal gas, µ < ǫ g is assumed for bosonic gas, and ν(ǫ) is the number of single-particle-states per energy interval dǫ per unit volume. (ν(ǫ) ∝ ǫ 1/2 for spatially three dimensional case.) The important fact in this appendix is that the integral in Eq.(D.3) converges for both fermionic and bosonic ideal gases. Using this fact, let us show the following lemma:
V,N (U ) be the number of states (3.5) for an ideal gas . Then, for arbitrary constants, β (> 0) andμ (< ǫ g for bosonic gas), the number of states Ω 
E Proof of Corollary 1
Given the Ruelle-Tasaki theorem, we find for a sufficiently large V , Hence, replacing U + δV with U , we obtain Eq.(3.11) from Eq.(3.10) at thermodynamic limit. 24. The increase of temperature by this adiabatic process is regarded as one basic principle in the axiomatic thermodynamics.
25. For example, the Kelvin's statement of second law, the basic principles mentioned in notes [24] and [26] , and so on.
26. One of basic principles of axiomatic thermodynamics is the existence of an adiabatic process which connects arbitrary two thermal equilibrium states. The "direction" of adiabatic process is to be determined by the entropy principle.
27. The ratio of Hawking temperature, c 3 /8πGM given in Eq.(2.10) at spatial infinity (r w → ∞), to black hole mass energy, M c 2 , is c/8πGM 2 ⊙ ≃ ( √ 2 g) 2 M −2 × 10 −11 . This ratio is of order unity for Planck mass, M ≃ 2 × 10 −5 g. For solar mass black hole, M ⊙ ≃ 2 × 10 33 g, this ratio is of order 10 −77 .
28. In general, global thermal equilibrium state does not evolve in time by its definition. In black hole thermodynamics, we consider the global equilibrium of the system shown in Fig.2 , and thus the static coordinate is suitable. Here, we should distinguish the "global" equilibrium and "local" equilibrium. For example, a fluid can be in local equilibrium, in which each fluid element is in a thermal equilibrium state but the equilibrium state of one fluid element is not necessarily the same with that of the other element. The fluid is globally in non-equilibrium states, since the states of fluid elements do not necessarily balance with each other. The fluid evolves in time due to this global non-equilibrium nature. 35. One may consider, for example, the electron gas as an example of the system which violates the condition A but retains the Boltzmann formula, since the interaction potential between electrons is positive at large distances and violates the condition A. However let us note that, in Ruelle's book [22] , the condition A is extended so as to include the interaction potential which can become positive and repulsive at large distances. (Note that it is sufficient for the aim of this paper to consider the case that the potential is negative at large distances, such as the Newtonian gravity.) Hence, by such an extension of condition A, the electron gas can be regarded as the system which satisfies the sufficient condition for the results 1 and 2 in Ruelle-Tasaki theorem.
